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Take your skills to the next level and get more meaning out of the English language Reading
English texts that are created especially for ESL students like you is a critical part to
learning the language, but that does not mean you have to be bored with the subjects! Created by
expert ESL instructor Diane Engelhardt, Practice Makes Perfect: Intermediate English Reading and
Comprehension features 15 engaging readings on interesting topics such as the technology of
21stcentury deep-sea treasure hunting, Pixar Studios' computer-generated movie magic, the Flying
Doctors of Australia, and more. You will, of course, get plenty of practice, practice, practice
on understanding and comprehending vocabulary. You'll master how to read for main ideas,
summarize texts, make outlines, remember facts and figures, and more. Before you know it, your
reading skills will be stronger and your comprehension will grow, enabling you to get more out
of English-language texts. Practice Makes Perfect: Intermediate English Reading and
Comprehension will help you: Develop your reading comprehension skills at the intermediate level
Build your English vocabulary Prepare for the comprehension sections of ESL tests
The political elite of Nazi Germany perceived itself as a cultural elite as well. In Art as
Politics in the Third Reich, Jonathan Petropoulos explores the elite's cultural aspirations by
examining both the formulation of a national aesthetic policy
With superb photography, illustrations and maps, this easy-to-use travel guide will lead you
through the best of Munich and the Bavarian Alps. From unmissable city sights such as Munich's
Englischer Garten and stunning Nymphenburg Palace, to Bavaria's romantic historic towns of
Nordlingen and Eichst&aauml;tt, DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Munich & the Bavarian Alps will show
you all of the top sights in this particularly picturesque part of Germany. Learn about the
dazzling architecture, stunning array of monasteries and abbeys, and intriguing traditions and
German folklore of this fascinating region. There are also practical tips on getting around,
along with reviews of the best places to shop, stay, and eat. With hundreds of full-color
photographs, hand-drawn illustrations, and custom maps that illuminate every page, DK Eyewitness
Travel Guide: Munich & the Bavarian Alps truly shows you this city as no one else can.
""Fodor's guides are always a pleasure."" -- The Chicago Tribune ""Teeming with maps and loaded
with addresses, phone numbers, and directions."" -- Newsday Experienced and first-time travelers
alike rely on Fodor's Gold Guides for rich, reliable coverage the world over. Updated each year
and containing a full-color foldout Rand McNally map, a Fodor's Gold Guide is an essential tool
for any kind of traveler. If you only have room for one guide, this is the guide for you. New
for 2000! Full-color sections let you experience Germany before you get there. With region-byregion virtual tours and cross-referencing to the main text, Fodor's color sections are a great
way to begin planning your trip. Let the world's smartest guide enrich your trip Full-color
images evoke what makes Germany unique - Local experts show you the special places - Thorough
updating keeps you on track - Practical information gives you the tools to explore - Easy-to-use
format puts it all at your fingertips Choose among many hotels and restaurants in all price
categories Stay in hilltop castles and historic mansions, Alpine lodges, spa resorts, and familyrun hotels - Dine in village Gasthauser, ancient wine cellars, beer gardens, and hip newcomers Check out hundreds of detailed reviews and learn what's distinctive about each place Mix and
match our itineraries and discover the unexpected Savvy descriptions help you decide where to go
and when - Driving and walking tours guide you to the most scenic country roads, hidden alleys,
market squares, and urban boulevards - Find great sources for wine, wood carvings, glass,
antiques, jewelry, and porcelain Go straight to the facts you needand find all that's new Useful
maps and background information - How to get there and get around - When to go - What to pack German vocabulary - Historical chronology - Costs, hours, and tips by the thousands
Let's Go 2006 Western Europe
Art as Politics in the Third Reich
Germany 2002
Let's Go Germany 14th Edition
Collaboration and Survival in Nazi Germany
Schloss Neuschwanstein6'' X 9'' Lined Notebook| Top 100 Wonders of the World Cover|Work Book, Planner, Journal, Diary 120 PagesCreatespace
Independent Publishing Platform
'Artists Under Hitler' closely examines cases of artists who failed in their attempts to find accommodation in the Nazi regime as well as others whose desire
for official acceptance was realised. They illuminate the complex cultural history of this period and provide haunting portraits of people facing excruciating
choices and grave moral questions.
Throughout the 19th century, European royalty built extraordinary palaces to which they retreated from their "official" lives in St. Petersburg, Paris, Vienna,
and elsewhere. This book offers a panorama of these fantastic estates, where leading architects, craftsmen, muralists, garden designers, and naturalists were
employed at enormous expense to create a life of unsurpassed luxury. Many of the palaces are now legendary: Ludwig II's famous Neuschwanstein, which
dominates the Bavarian Alps; the "Alexandra Cottage" of Peterhof, the gift of Nicholas I to his wife; the lovely Castle of Miramare built for the ill-fated
Archduke Maximilian, the short-lived emperor of Mexico. The palaces are "romantic" in every sense, as creations of their time, and as places suffused with
nostalgic memory. Author Jérôme Coignard provides a brief overview of each royal family and their palace's architecture and decoration, drawing on
contemporary memoirs and letters. Marc Walter's color photographs are accompanied by period interior views, watercolors, and family photographs. With
information on visiting hours and directions to each of the palaces, this book offers a private tour through the last courts of Europe.
Bavaria is by far the most popular destination in Germany for both international and domestic tourists. This is no real surprise since it includes such a wide
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range of attractions, from historical sights to natural beauty, high culture, relaxation in world-class spas, and hiking, cycling, mountain climbing, and skiing.
Castles, palaces, monasteries, churches, and historical towns abound. Its rivers offer great opportunities for watersports as well as easy cycling and hiking
routes. The Alps are famous for winter sports while forested mountain ranges are scattered through Bavaria. Munich is the central attraction, with an
astonishing range of excellent museums, pleasant beer gardens and beer halls, as well as numerous restaurants ranging from international fast-food chains to
haute cuisine. There are classical music concerts and the original Oktoberfest is held here. Nuremberg, with its Nazi history, is also in Bavaria, as are the
idyllic Alpine villages of Berchtesgaden and Garmisch-Partenkirchen, not to mention the Romantic Road, with Dinkelsbuhl, Augsburg and Rothenburg ob
der Tauber. We visit all the best castles (including Neuschwanstein, home of Mad King Ludwig), the museums, churches and historic sites. Cruises, concerts,
town and country walks, kayaking, cycling - it's all detailed here.
Moments of Valuation
With Excursions to East Germany
Neuschwanstein Castle: The Castle that Inspired Walt Disney
The Path to the Sistine
DK Eyewitness Munich and the Bavarian Alps

Bavaria is by far the most popular destination in Germany for both international and domestic tourists. This is no real surprise
since it includes such a wide range of attractions, from historical sights to natural beauty, high culture, relaxation in world-class
spas, and hiking, cycling, mountain climbing, and skiing. Castles, palaces, monasteries, churches, and historical towns abound. Its
rivers offer great opportunities for watersports as well as easy cycling and hiking routes. The Alps are famous for winter sports
while forested mountain ranges are scattered through Bavaria. Munich is the central attraction, with an astonishing range of
excellent museums, pleasant beer gardens and beer halls, as well as numerous restaurants ranging from international fast-food
chains to haute cuisine. There are classical music concerts and the original Oktoberfest is held here. Nuremberg, with its Nazi
history, is also in Bavaria, as are the idyllic Alpine villages of Berchtesgaden and Garmisch-Partenkirchen, not to mention the
Romantic Road, with Dinkelsbühl, Augsburg and Rothenburg ob der Tauber. We visit all the best castles (including
Neuschwanstein, home of Mad King Ludwig), the museums, churches and historic sites. Cruises, concerts, town and country
walks, kayaking, cycling ‒ it's all detailed here.
Annotation Switzerland, Germany, Italy, France, Austria -- the Alps extend through them all and this guide shows you how to
experience their excitement and beauty. A native of the German Alps, the author explores the history, flora, fauna, people and
culture, foods, festivals, adventures. Cortina, St. Moritz, Innsbruck, Chamonix, Milan, Zermatt, Intertaken and Venice are just a
few of the magical spots you will visit.
Built in the 19th century as a private retreat for King Ludwig II of Bavaria, Neuschwanstein Castle harkens back to the German
myths and legends that inspired its design. Its fairy-tale appearance attracts more than 1.4 million visitors every year. Explore
the facility, history, people, and science behind the building in Neuschwanstein Castle, a Castles of the World book.
The DK Eyewitness Munich & the Bavarian Alps Travel Guide is your indispensable guide to this beautiful part of the world. The
fully updated guide includes unique cutaways, floorplans and reconstructions of the must-see sites, plus street-by-street maps of
all the fascinating cities and towns. The new-look guide is also packed with photographs and illustrations leading you straight to
the best attractions on offer. The uniquely visual DK Eyewitness Travel guide will help you to discover everything region-byregion; from local festivals and markets to day trips around the countryside. Detailed listings will guide you to the best hotels,
restaurants, bars and shops for all budgets, whilst detailed practical information will help you to get around, whether by train,
bus or car. Plus, DK's excellent insider tips and essential local information will help you explore every corner of Munich & the
Bavarian Alps effortlessly. DK Eyewitness Munich & the Bavarian Alps Travel Guide - showing you what others only tell you. Now
available in PDF format.
Young Michelangelo
A Guide to Bizarre, Macabre, and Just Plain Weird Sights
Fodor's See It Germany
Germany Pocket Adventures
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Munich and the Bavarian Alps
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide to Munich & the Bavarian Alps will lead you straight to the best attractions this city and
region has on offer. Packed with photographs and illustrations of Munich and Bavaria, the guide includes in-depth
coverage of Munich's world famous Oktoberfest, Marienplatz and Residenz old towns, Bavaria's countless castles, lakes
and national parks, and unearth the best of the region's stunning baroque architecture, museums, galleries and rich
folklore heritage in between. You'll find 3D aerial views of Munich's most interesting districts, cutaways and floorplans of
all the major sites, and detailed listings of the best hotels and restaurants in Munich and the Bavarian Alps for all budgets.
The guide includes extensive practical information and insider tips from shopping and entertainment to choosing the best
local cuisine. Whether you are enjoying a drink in one of Munich's finest beer gardens, finding a bargain in one of its many
flea markets or exploring the Bavarian countryside, the DK Eyewitness Travel Guide to Munich & the Bavarian Alps is
indispensable. Don't miss a thing on your holiday with the DK Eyewitness Travel Guide Munich & the Bavarian Alps.
European authors bring travelers the hidden highlights others miss, including the best values across the continent and
insights into Europe's cultural, political, and contemporary life. of color photos. 103 maps.
DK Eyewitness Top 10 Travel Guide: Munich will lead you straight to the very best on offer. Whether you're looking for the
things not to miss at the Top 10 sights, or want to find the best nightspots; this guide is the perfect companion. Rely on
dozens of Top 10 lists - from the Top 10 museums to the Top 10 events and festivals - there's even a list of the Top 10
things to avoid. The guide is divided by area with restaurant reviews for each, as well as recommendations for hotels, bars
and places to shop. You'll find the insider knowledge every visitor needs and explore every corner effortlessly with DK
Eyewitness Top 10 Travel Guide: Munich. DK Eyewitness Top 10 Travel Guide: Munich - showing you what others only tell
you. Now available in ePub format.
Bavaria, the Mosel Valley, the Rhine region, the Black Forest, Dresden, Berlin, Hamburg - this highly detailed guide covers
every part of the country in depth. The author, a German native and resident, shows you how to experience the best,
through town walks, drives in the countryside and immersing yourself in the entertainment, the sights, the history and
culture. Hundreds of hotel and restaurant reviews. Comprehensive background information - history, culture, geography
and climate - gives you a solid knowledge of each destination and its people. Regional chapters take you on an introductory
tour, with stops at museums, historic sites and local attractions. Places to stay and eat; transportation to, from and around
your destination; practical concerns; tourism contacts - it's all here! Detailed regional and town maps feature walking and
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driving tours.
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide Munich and the Bavarian Alps
Fodor's Germany
Expert Advice and Smart Choices, Updated Annually, with a Full-Size Map and Color Planning Section
The Guide for All Budgets, Updated Every Year, with a Pullout Map and Color Photos
Adventure Guide to the Alps

Written by locals, Fodor's travel guides have been offering expert advice for all tastes and budgets for 80 years.
From hip and sexy Berlin to tradition-laden Munich, Fodor's Germany covers the best Germany has to offer. This
full-color guide will help travelers plan the perfect trip, from scenic drives through quaint half-timber towns to
wine tasting in the country's top wine regions. This travel guide includes: · Dozens of full-color maps · Hundreds
of hotel and restaurant recommendations, with Fodor's Choice designating our top picks · Multiple itineraries to
explore the top attractions and what’s off the beaten path · Major sights such as Berlin, Black Forest, Bodensee,
Heidelberg Castle, Kolner Dom, Neuschwanstein Castle, The Berlin Wall, Weimar, and Frauenkirche · Coverage
of Munich; Bavarian Alps; The Romantic Road; Franconia and the German Danube; The Bodensee; Heidelberg
and the Neckar Valley; Frankfurt; The Pfalz and Rhine Terrace; The Rhineland; The Fairy-Tale Road; Hamburg;
Schleswig-Holstein and The Baltic Coast; Berlin; Saxony, Saxony-Anhalt, and Thuringia
Comprehensive and authoritative, this guide to Germany offers up-to- the-minute details of the ongoing changes
caused by reunification, as well as providing information and advice on accommodation, restaurants and
sightseeing.
The outcome of innovation processes are determined by complex, historically grown valuation practices. In this
book, a wide range of innovations are taken into consideration, from small inventions like entertainment
novelties to large societal changes through new technologies. The chapters observe the particular local or
distributed sites in which their episodes of innovation take place, and they identify the initial dissonance among
those judging a newly proposed alternative. The emphasis of the inquiry, however, is on the practices of
valuation that are at work when something succeeds in being "new". The authors represent a wide variety of subdisciplines and national backgrounds in the social sciences. They share an interest in social valuation and a
pragmatist approach. The differences between their empirical evidence reflect the wide variety of appearances
that valuation takes in contemporary society. They are anthropologists, economic or cultural sociologists,
organization researchers, historians or political scientists. A number of chapters deals with aesthetic valuation,
as in the tasting of a new vintage, or in the socio-technical process that shaped successful synthesizer sounds.
Other chapters discuss the judgment processes in organizations, like architect offices or consultancy firms, and
processes of evaluation and valorization in larger fields of practice, like accounting or mathematics. The studies
are both of interest in their various professional fields, and contribute to a more general understanding of the
social and cultural conditions under which innovations fail and succeed.
A travel guide to Germany, including information on hotels, places of interest, restaurants, and shopping.
Artists Under Hitler
Munich & Bavaria Travel Adventures
Fodor's ... Germany
Munich and Bavaria Adventure Guide
Southern Germany (Wurtemberg and Bavaria)
Now available in ePub format. The Rough Guide to Germany is the ultimate travel guide to this dynamic country. Full-color photography
illustrates Germany's stylish cities and beautiful landscapes, its meandering rivers and picture-perfect castles. Detailed accounts of every
attraction provide all the information you need to explore the country's exceptional museums, iconic architecture, and its many rural
escapes, from the soaring Bavarian Alps and dense woodlands of the Black Forest to the beautiful beaches and islands of the North Sea, or
the idyllic Rhineland vineyards where you can sample some of the country's many world-class wines. The Rough Guide to Germany
includes practical advice to ensures that, no matter what your budget, you'll find the perfect boutique hotel, convivial hostel, authentic cellar
restaurant, stylish gourmet haunt, design-conscious shop, cutting-edge arts venue, or hip bar and club-all marked on the book's many color
maps. The Rough Guide to Germany includes well-researched historical and cultural background to help you understand and appreciate
this complex country and, above all, make the most of your time.
For the European traveler whos visiting several countries but skipping Eastern Europe. This book does, however, cover Prague and
Budapest, as well as the Dalmation Coast and destinations in Northern Europe.
Truly in a class of its own, Young Michelangelo is the most definitive and eye-opening study of the artist’s early life to come along in a
generation. In this compelling account, renowned art historian John Spike paints a vivid portrait of one of the world’s greatest artists and
the places and people—Lorenzo de’ Medici, Leonardo, Machiavelli—that inspired and defined his early life and career. Spike’s masterful
text probes the thinking, evolution, and desires of a young man whose awareness of his exceptional talent never wavered. Michelangelo’s
complex personality is revealed through lively examinations of the Pietà, the David, and all other major works. Drawing on a rich
background of Italian Renaissance politics and culture, Spike deftly navigates the fiery Florentine master’s struggle to surpass da Vinci’s
artistic mastery, and his troubled relationships with Julius II and other key figures of the era. Praise for Young Michelangelo: “Making the
most of Michelangelo’s ample correspondence and the recently published records of his extensive banking transactions, Spike has drawn
an astonishingly vivid portrait of the artist’s first 33 years. It's the best life of Michelangelo I've read, and it leaves one wishing the author
would complete Michelangelo’s life with his wonderful grasp of the artist’s tenacious personality and Herculean achievement.” ~ Everett
Fahy, John Pope-Hennessy Chairman of the Department of European Paintings at the Metropolitan Museum of Art “Tense and agile as an
early sculpture, Young Michelangelo is a compelling portrait of the artist as a young man in a dangerous time.” ~ Peter Robb, Author of M:
The Man Who Became Caravaggio "Spike crystallizes historical detail into vivid, memorable imagery. . . . Alternating between accounts of
the turbulent political atmosphere and details of Michelangelo’s most private moments in the sculpture studio, Spike creates a rich
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narrative that promises more intrigue than the best adventure novel."—Publishers Weekly "Spike's original and valuable approach to
studying [Michelangelo's] childhood, development, and reputation as one of the greats of the Renaissance provides a deeper understanding
of such a wondrous, almost mythic figure. An essential book for Renaissance collections and devotees." —Library Journal “This erudite but
immensely readable account is essential for anyone who desires to know more about Michelangelo’s formation.” ~ David Alan Brown,
National Gallery of Art “Spike is a masterful weaver of disparate information into a synthetic narrative. He provides a rich web of the
political, social, and personal contexts against which Michelangelo's early career unfolded.” ~ John Hunisak, Professor of Art &
Architecture, Middlebury College "Spike captures [Michelangelo's] magnetism, his drive and the sheer scale of his ambition.... A veteran
biographer of Caravaggio, Masaccio and Fra Angelico, Spike relates Michelangelo's wanderings to his restlessness and the troubles of his
era, from the rise of the fundamentalist preacher Savonarola in Florence to the many skirmishes provoked by Rome's bellicose Julius." ~
The Sunday Times "No art historian has got closer to [Michelangelo] than John T Spike. The Florence-based American, whose coup here
is his access to the artist's recently published financial accounts and consequently enhanced understanding of his dealings with patrons, is
an immensely flexible writer who has produced a book of alternating pans and zooms. . . . At the same time, however, the worldly dealings
that Spike recounts, and his textured reconstruction of the times that his subject moved moodily through, make the artist seem more human
than ever before. We're left with a Michelangelo who lived on earth as a man, but also had an element of the unearthly about him. . . .
Though it probably only portends a trilogy, it's perhaps no accident that Spike's narrative ends in the artist's 33rd year." ~ The Telegraph
"As John T Spike argues in this crisply thorough biography, Michelangelo Buonarroti, like so many men of talent, seems to have known his
own worth almost from the moment he came into the world. . . . Certainly the man Spike gives us is an altogether more worldly figure than
the agonised ecstatic served up by Irving Stone and Charlton Heston on the silver screen." ~ Daily Express "John T. Spike, an art
historian, curator and critic, has done some impressive research to flesh out the early years of the artist's life, right up until his return to
Rome in 1508 to focus on a commission in the Sistine Chapel. The young sculptor's daunting talent and quest to earn as much money as
possible are woven into the story of the Italian Renaissance and the outsized figures of the age." ~ The Washington Post "Spike, a
renowned art critic, curator, and author, is the first modern writer to create such a comprehensive account of the master's early life and rise
to fame amid the political upheaval in the Papal States and Florentine Republic." ~ Art + Auction
Offering a comprehensive guide to economical travel in diverse regions of the world, these innovative new versions of the popular
handbooks feature an all-new look, sidebars highlighting essential tips and facts, information on a wide range of itineraries, transportation
options, off-the-beaten-path adventures, expanded lodging and dining options in every price range, additional nightlife options, enhanced
cultural coverage, shopping tips, maps, 3-D topographical maps, regional culinary specialties, cost-cutting tips, and other essentials.
Top 10 Munich
Europe 2008
Weird Europe
Let's Go 2008 Europe
Dream Palaces

DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Munich & the Bavarian Alps is your go-to guide to this beautiful region.
Discover the best that Munich and the Bavarian Alps have to offer, from local festivals and markets to
all the must-see sights. Experience Oktoberfest, ski down the Alps, and tour Neuschwanstein Castle.
Discover DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Munich & the Bavarian Alps. + Detailed itineraries and "don't-miss"
destination highlights at a glance. + Illustrated cutaway 3-D drawings of important sights. + Guided
walking tours, local drink and dining specialties to try, things to do, and places to eat, drink, and
shop by area. + Area maps marked with sights and restaurants. + Detailed city maps include street finder
index for easy navigation. + Insights into history and culture to help you understand the stories behind
the sights. + Suggested day trips and itineraries to explore beyond the city. + Hotel and restaurant
listings highlight DK Choice special recommendations. With hundreds of full-color photographs, handdrawn illustrations, and custom maps that illuminate every page, DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Munich &
the Bavarian Alps truly shows you this region as no one else can.
Gives facts, history, and data on Germany, and provides information on accommodations, restaurants,
sights, walks, and drives.
A practical illustrated guide that brings Germany to life. Essential information about sightseeing,
dining, and hotels is all conveniently organized by region.making it easy for you to find the details
you need when you are on the go.
This irreverent, gruesome, and off-the-wall guide to churches made of salt, two-headed animals,
underwater hotels, and magical relics, provides a respite from the perennially loved and eternally
crowded mainstays of Europe. 75 photos.
The Last Royal Courts of Europe
The Rough Guide to Germany
Practice Makes Perfect Intermediate ESL Reading and Comprehension (EBOOK)
6'' X 9'' Lined Notebook| Top 100 Wonders of the World Cover|Work Book, Planner, Journal, Diary 120
Pages
Let's Go 2009 Europe
Being a complete alphabetical record of all engravings and etchings sold by auction in London, each item annotated with the date of sale and price realised.
Boasting well over 6,000 contributors from 12 countries, the Dictionary offers its readers authoritative and comprehensive global coverage. A resource for
both art and cultural studies, the Dictionary serves as a unique guide to all the visual arts: painting, sculpture, architecture, photography, drawing,
printmaking, as well as the decorative arts. The Dictionary ranges far both geographically and historically; it features unparalleled coverage of Africa,
Southeast Asia, Central Asia and Mongolia, China, India, the Islamic world, Japan, Korea, Native North America, Pacific and Aboriginal Australia, PreColumbian America, Ancient Egypt, Ancient Greece, the Ancient Near East, and Ancient Rome. Providing depth as well as breadth, The Dictionary of Art
examines important art forms and key issues of design, taste, function, and patronage, illuminating them in light of the cultural context in which they
developed.
This Journal/ Notebook is perfect gift for someone special in your life -15.24x 22.86 Cm (6"X 9") Cover: Tough glossy paperback. Binding: Secure
professional trade paperback binding, i.e. it's built to last; pages won't fall out after a few months of use. Makes the Perfect Gift Surprise someone special in
your life and make them smile. Good Luck and Happy Journaling.
Here is a welcome new addition to this acclaimed travel guide series: "Pocket Adventures Germany" is a lightweight volume with heavyweight information
designed to be used on the go. Packed with all the practical travel information you could ever need, from places to stay and eat, tourist information
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resources, destination specific travel advice, emergency information, plus sections on history and geography that provide readers with the background
knowledge essential to a thoroughly enjoyable holiday. The author's passion for the destination comes across in the lively and detailed text, which is packed
with the very best and most up-to-date information. This is a must have volume for anyone really wanting to make the most of their German holiday. Color
photos throughout. The author is a resident of Munich so he knows his subject well. "Of the three Germany guidebooks I used, this one was the most useful
and not only because it covers so many places that the others simply ignored. Although you never get 10% off for showing this book, it has enough sensible
advice on how to shave unnecessary expenses off the budget without ever feeling or acting like a cheapskate. I enjoyed the author's explanation of
Germany's complex history but others may like the "History Cheat Sheet" that reduces six pages of history to a half page summary. Although the author has
the ability to focus on the essentials, he (she?) drops enough fascinating tidbits to keep it interesting. I also love the explanation of major trends in German
culture, arts, music, and literature. The author clearly has opinions but never treats the reader like an idiot or writes down to you in any sense. As a nonGerman speaker I also loved the way all German terms are translated throughout the guide not expecting me to suddenly remember what is a kirch or
Schloss halfway through the book. The accommodation lists are very useful especially as it focuses on the around 80-120 per night middle to upper class
hotels that suit my tastes. However, even the lower priced hotels all have private bathrooms, which to me is rather essential when on vacation.--Jane S.,
Amazon.com Great to see a guidebook on Germany in English by an author who realizes that Germany is more than Berlin, the Rhine, and Bavaria. Not
that the well-known areas are neglected but I particularly enjoyed the wide coverage on the former East German regions.--Steven, Amazon.com
Germany, 1990
Print Prices Current
DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Munich & the Bavarian Alps
The Rough Guide to Europe 2004
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